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Abstract: This paper presents an QoS (quality of service) based control system of
teleoperation via the Internet. Quality of service on the Internet refers to a set of quality
requirements on the performance of the data transmission necessary to achieve the
required functionality of an application. The quality of data transmission via the Internet
is measured or reflected by a set of QoS parameters. Since the stability of the teleoperation
system is sensitive to the data transmission quality of the Internet, it is important to adjust
the control strategy of robot systems in teleoperation based on the quality (reflected
by measured QoS parameters) of the network for data transmission. One of the widely
used QoS parameters is network delay. This paper proposes a robot controller gains
adjustment scheme based on QoS parameters (network delay) measured using a quadratic
programming approach. Moreover, a teleoperation experiment is presented to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed controller gains adjustment scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A teleoperation system is a system that involves inter-
action between human operators and remote robotic
systems via communication channels. With the help
of the development of the Internet, telerobotic sys-
tems can be built on the Internet, instead of dedicated
communication channels, so that the concept of “E-
services” can be realized by operating robotic systems
in remote sites to provide various kind of services,
like tele-medicine and tele-manufacturing. However,
the quality of the services provided by the technology
of teleoperation via the Internet cannot be guaranteed.
This paper is to study the quality of service issue of
teleoperation systems and how to maintain the system
performance when the communication performance of
the Internet is poor.

The concept of Quality of Service (QoS) is first in-
troduced in computer network area and is widely dis-
cussed in distributed multimedia applications. QoS is

defined as a set of quality requirements on the perfor-
mance of the data transmission necessary to achieve
the required functionality of an application. The qual-
ity of data transmission via the Internet is reflected by
a set of QoS parameters. This paper studies how to
adjust robot control strategies based on the measured
QoS parameters so as to achieve good performance
and maintain stability when the quality of the Internet
for communication is not good. A quadratic program-
ming based approach is proposed to adjust controller
gains based on the QoS parameters measured.

Few works have been conducted to investigate the
QoS issues in teleoperation control. Nahrstedt and
Smith employed the QoS Broker for network resource
management (e.g. bandwidth allocation for video
transmission) for a teleoperation system (Nahrstedt
and Smith, 1994). Only ad-hoc heuristics were devised
in the QoS Broker for network resource management
and no mathematical analysis on the performance of
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Fig. 1. The teleoperation system framework.

the QoS Broker was included. Moreover, the stability
issue of the telerobotic system, which is an important
issue in control systems design, was also not con-
sidered. On the other hand, Wang et. al. proposed
a fuzzy inference approach to generate a QoS index
from QoS parameters for adjusting the frame rate of
online video feedback in a teleoperation system (Wang
et al., 2001). The generated QoS index, however, is
difficult to be incorporated in robot system models for
analysis. Only heuristics can be devised for control
strategy adjustment based on this QoS index.

2. QOS BASED CONTROL FOR
TELEOPERATION

This section describes a QoS based control approach
for teleoperation. The concept of QoS (Quality of Ser-
vice) is briefly introduced in this section. A QoS based
multi-operators multi-robots teleoperation framework
is also presented.

2.1 QoS Parameters

The quality of service of a teleoperation system is
reflected by a set of QoS parameters measured that
indicates the characteristics of the operating envi-
ronment of the system. The operating environment
characteristics of a teleoperation system refer to the
quality of data transmission in the Internet and the
computational and memory resource allocation in the
computers for robot control. For the measurement of
the quality of data transmission via the Internet, a set
of QoS parameters, including network delay, delay
jitter, bandwidth allocated, packet loss rate, etc., are
employed. On the other hand, QoS parameters related
to robot control computation include CPU time and
memory allocated for controller computation and so
on. The effect of computer network related QoS pa-
rameters dominates in teleoperation systems as the
performance of the communication channels (the In-
ternet) plays an important role in the stability of the
teleoperation systems. One of the most widely studied
network related QoS parameter is network delay and
this paper studies the role of network delay in the
proposed teleoperation framework.

The measurement of QoS parameters for teleopera-
tion systems may sometimes be difficult because real-
time measurement is required for collecting the on-

time and accurate picture of the status of the oper-
ating environment. For instance, small probe packets
are required to be sent periodically from one node to
other nodes in the network for the measurement of
network delay. Moreover, accurate clock synchroniza-
tion (Arvind, 1994) among nodes over the network is
necessary for accurate network delay measurement.
However, the accuracy provided by existing clock
synchronization algorithms is not acceptable for net-
work delay measurement. Therefore, round-trip delay
is usually employed for network delay measurement
because clock synchronization among nodes on the
network is not required.

2.2 QoS based Framework

Fig 1 depicts a multi-operators multi-robots teleop-
eration framework. In the proposed framework, each
operator can be anywhere in the world that has In-
ternet access and has a force feedback joystick setup
in his/her side to control robot in remote site. Each
operator is responsible for controlling a robot in re-
mote site with the help of online video feedback and
force fed-back from the robot. Each robot is equipped
with a local controller that accept operator’s command
as input. Sensor data is gathered from the robots and
is sent to local robot controllers. Moreover, based
on the QoS parameters (network delay) measured, a
controller gain adjustment scheme is developed (see
Section 3) to maintain the system stability in spite of
the network delay in the system.

All operator commands are first sent to the Nego-
tiator which serves two functions in teleoperation.
The first function of the Negotiator is to coordinate
joystick command from each operator and motion of
each robot when conflicting commands are given to
the robots. The Negotiator is equipped with an online
command learner to capture the intention of each op-
erator based on the past commands given to the robots.
When the network status is in poor quality (reflected
by QoS parameters measured), the confidence of the
Negotiator on received operators’ commands drops
and the Negotiator tries to predict what the actual
operator commands are. The second function of the
Negotiator is to fuse predicted commands with opera-
tor commands based on the measured QoS parameters
so as to improve the efficiency of the teleoperation sys-
tem. The Negotiator then outputs reference velocity
commands to each local robot controller.

3. CONTROLLER GAINS ADJUSTMENT

The QoS parameter employed in robot controller gains
adjustment in teleoperation is the time delay involved
in information transmission via the Internet. Time de-
lay is introduced into the model of the robot control
system. The introduction of the controller gains ad-
justment scheme is to make the teleoperation system
stable under the influence of network delay. In this



paper, we take the control of a robot manipulator as
an example to study the proposed controller gains ad-
justment scheme based on measured QoS parameters
(network delay).

3.1 Robot Manipulator Control

The dynamic model of a robot manipulator with six
degrees of freedom (DOF) is given by,�������
	���������������
	�������
	����� �������
	 (1)
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is the joint angle vector,
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is the joint torque
vector,
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is the inertia matrix,�������1��
	
is the centripetal and coriolis terms,
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the gravity term and
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. Nonlinear feed-
back control (Tarn et al., 1984) technique is employed
to linearize and decouple the dynamic model (1) and
convert the nonlinear control problem to a linear con-
trol problem.

The robot dynamic model can be rewritten in a stan-
dard nonlinear state space form by letting :<; ��
, :9= � ��
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Based on the differential geometric control theory
(Isidori, 1989), there exists a diffeomorphic state
transformation

-,� : 	 and a nonlinear feedback law
that linearizes and decouples the robot dynamics. The
diffeomorphic state transformation
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and the nonlinear feedback law is
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where

^wv
is the x -th component of
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,
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denotes
the { -th Lie derivative of

�<� : 	 along the vector field| � : 	 and
p q is the output Jacobian matrix of

��� : ; 	 .
In the transformed state

-,� : 	 with the auxiliary in-
put

m
, the dynamic model (2) is in the Brunowsky

canonical form and can be decomposed into six linear
decoupled subsystemsDEEF EEG �} v � H Z�~Z�Z MN OQP R� } v  H Z ~ MN O_P R� m v# v ��� ~�Z�� } v (4)

where
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, x � ~ �c�c�d�_�$� . The model
(4) represents the behavior of the system in the { -th
time interval � 4  { -��� y �d� {  ~ 	�-��� yQ� ; 	 in a
teleoperation system that has non-deterministic time
delay

� y inherited in information transmission via the

Internet. Note that each identical subsystem has dou-
ble poles at the origin and thus is not asymptotically
stable.

Assume that the time delay
� y is less than one sam-

pling period
-

,
� y�� - , �e{ . By sampling the system,

the time-delayed discrete-time model is given as fol-
lows (Åström and Wittenmark, 1997),} v$� { -��-�	%��� } v.� { -�	�k������� y 	�m%� { -�	�� ; ��� y 	�m%� { - J -�	 (5)
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By introducing the PD feedback control law
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m
v'� � ��	 is piecewise continuous and only
changes value at

� { -��� y 	 , the closed loop subsystem
is given as,² v'� { -��-�	��´³� ² v.� { -�	��³¤,m �v � { -�	 (7)

where

² v
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When the network delay is longer than one sampling
period

�$�2¾ J ~ 	n- � � y¿� ¾(-À�'¾kÁ ~ 	 , the delay can
be written as

� y �Â�2¾ J ~ 	n-���3Ãy where Z � �3Ãy � - .
The augmented system (7) is then modified as follows
(Åström and Wittenmark, 1997),
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In order to study the stability condition of the robot
system for controller gain ª v adjustment scheme
derivation, Jury’s test (Franklin et al., 1990) is applied
on the characteristic equation of (7). By considering
the positivity of the odd entries in the first column
of the Jury array, the stability conditions for the con-
troller gain ª v of the subsystem x is given as follows,~ JÉÈ ~¨ ¬v¯®�� =y J ¬vÊ±_� y°Ë = Á ZÌ �2¬ v ®°��¬ v ±c	.Í�Î¬ v ®°�'¬ v ±Ï	�Á Z¬v¯®? ¬vÊ±f��- J ¨ � y 	 J ¬vA®Q� y ��- J � y 	 J ¨ / � Z
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The above-mentioned conditions are also suitable for
system with network delays longer than one sampling
period

��� y ÁÓ-�	
with

� y substituted by
� Ãy ��� y J�2¾ J ~ 	�- , where

�2¾ J ~ 	�- � � y � ¾(-
and

¾ÔÁ ~ .
It is worth to be noted that the conditions depend on
QoS parameters (network delay

� y ), sampling period-
and controller gains

�Î¬ v ®°�'¬ v ±Ï	
. If only positive gains�2¬
vA®�'¬vÊ±ÕÁ Z 	 are considered, we haveÖ[× DEEEF EEEG ~¨ � y ¬v¯® J ~� y � ¬vÊ± � ~¨ � y ¬v¯®> ~� yÌ �Î¬vA®�'¬vÊ±c	$Í�2¬v¯®°��¬vÊ±d	�Á ZZ � ¬vÊ± � ¬ v ®�� y ��- J � y 	� ¨- J ¨ � y (10)

It can be easily showed that Ì �2¬fvA®�'¬vÊ±d	Â� Z andÍ�Î¬ v ®�'¬ v ±c	l� Z represent hyperbolic boundaries in the¬ v ® J ¬ v ± gain plane (Zwillinger, 1996). If a particular
pair of controller gains

�2¬ Ãv¯® ��¬ Ãv]± 	
satisfies condition

Ö
,

the system is stable. Otherwise, a quadratic program-
ming problem is formulated to adjust the controller
gains so as to bring the system back to the stable state.

3.2 Gain Adjustment Scheme

The basic concept of controller gain adjustment scheme
is described as follows. Assume that a pair of nominal
gains

� ¬v¯®°� ¬vÊ±c	
is assigned to the robot subsystem x .

The nominal gains are the controller gains designed
for the system under scenarios that do not have time
delays. The nominal gains are, at the same time, de-
signed to satisfy certain performance requirements of
the system. The current employed controller gains�2¬ v ®°��¬ v ±Ï	

are examined to see whether the robot sub-
system lies outside the derived stability region defined
by conditions

Ö
. If the system lies within the stable re-

gion with the current controller gains, the current gains
are kept using in the robot system, else the nominal
gains

� ¬
vA®� ¬vÊ±c	
are examined to see whether the sys-

tem lies within stable region with the nominal gains.
If the system lies within the stable region with the
nominal gains

� ¬
v¯®°� ¬
v]±c	
based on the measured QoS

parameter (network delay
� y ), the controller gains are

then set to the nominal gains, else a controller gains
pair

��Ø¬v¯®°�*Ø¬
v]±Ï	
is selected for the system so that it is

within the stable region and the distance between it
and the nominal gains is minimized.

A quadratic programming (QP) problem is formulated
to approximate the controller gain

�ÕØ¬v¯®°�*Ø¬vÊ±d	
selection

process. The quadratic program helps to determine a
controller gains pair

� Ø¬ v ®°� Ø¬ v ±c	
that is nearest to the

nominal gains
� ¬
v¯®°� ¬vÊ±c	

pair in the
¬
v¯® J ¬vÊ± plane

and lies within the stable region defined by conditionsÖ
. The objective function of the optimization problem

is thus constructed by the Euclidean distance between
the nominal gains and any gains pair or¥w�Î¬vA®�'¬vÊ±d	��Â�2¬
vA® J ¬v¯®_	 = ��Î¬v]± J ¬vÊ±d	 =
The constraint set of the optimization problem, on
the other hand, is constructed from the conditions

Ö
,

which consists of linear constraints, except the sec-
ond conditions Ì �Î¬
vA®�'¬vÊ±d	$Í�2¬v¯®°��¬vÊ±c	ÙÁ Z . As dis-
cussed in previous section, both Ì �Î¬ v ®�'¬ v ±c	Ú� Z andÍ�2¬v¯®°��¬vÊ±c	�� Z represent hyperbolic boundaries on the¬vA® J ¬v]± plane. Each hyperbolic boundary is approx-
imated by three linear boundaries with two of them
come from the asymptotes of the hyperbola and the
remaining one comes from a line that is perpendicular
to the major axis of the hyperbola and passes through
the focus, as shown in Fig 2. After the approximation,
all stability conditions described in

Ö
are linear. There-

fore, a quadratic program can be constructed to adjust
controller gains for the robot system. The quadratic
program is expressed as follows,Û*Ü º ~¨ � ¬ v ®�¬ v ± � H ¨ ZZ ¨ M H ¬v¯®¬vÊ± M J ¨ � ¬vA® ¬
v]± � H ¬vA®¬v]± MÝ.Þ � ��ß H ¬ v ®¬vÊ± Máà�â ß%� ¬ v ®�Á Z �w¬ v ±�Á Z
where

� ß
and â ß are coefficient matrices of the linear

constraints derived from conditions
Ö

. Since quadratic
programming problem is a well studied optimiza-
tion problem, many efficient algorithms for solving
quadratic programs can be employed for this con-
troller gain adjustment problem (Gill et al., 1981).
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Fig. 2. Approximation of hyperbolic boundaries.

Fig. 3. Pick-and-place experimental setup.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes a teleoperation experiment that
connects a mobile manipulator (of Robotics and Au-
tomation Laboratory, Michigan State University) and
a human operator (of Robot Control Laboratory, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong) by the Internet.
The mobile manipulator consists of a PUMA 560 on
top of a Nomadic XR4000 mobile robot. In the ex-
periment, the operator in Hong Kong was asked to
control the mobile manipulator via a joystick with
force feedback enabled to pick and place three metal
pieces on a platform, with the help of video feedback
from the remote robot side for operator guidance. The
experimental setup is depicted in Fig 3. The Hong
Kong operator was asked to pick up the metal pieces
and move it forward for 15cm (up to the mark of
the pencil shown in Fig 3). This task was performed
with and without the proposed QoS based controller
gain adjustment scheme applied on robot controllers.
Interested readers may refer to (Elhajj et al., 2000)
for the implementation details and setup of the system
employed in the experiment.

The QoS parameter considered in the experiment is
network delay. The round-trip network delay experi-
enced between US and Hong Kong during the exper-
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Fig. 4. Measuring QoS parameter (round-trip delay).
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Fig. 5. Extracted trace of network round-trip delay
during experiment.
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iment has average of 276.5ms and standard deviation
of 19.7ms. Round-trip delay, which is assumed to be
twice of one-way network delay, is employed for QoS
parameter measurement due to its simple implemen-
tation. To measure the QoS parameter during the ex-
periment, an one-byte probe signal is sent from the
robot server (Robot) to joystick client (Operator) ev-
ery second and an one-byte acknowledgement signal
is sent immediately back to the robot once the joystick
client receive the probe signal, as shown in Fig 4. The
round-trip delay is then computed at the robot server
by taking the time elapsed between the event of send-
ing probe signal and receiving the acknowledgement
signal. Fig 5 depicts part of the round-trip delay trace
during experiment.

The main difficulty of the teleoperated pick-and-place
task is the correct positioning of the robot gripper



Task Completion Time (in sec)
w/o QoS Gain Adj. w/ QoS Gain Adj.

Piece L 243 112
Piece M 282 76
Piece R 331 93

Average 285.3 93.7
Table 1. Task completion times.
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Fig. 8. Trajectory portions traversed by the gripper.

for grabbing the metal pieces provided with single
view of video feedback and indeterministic network
quality. The system is sampled at 10Hz. During the
experiment, the Hong Kong operator can accomplish
the requested pick-and-place task successfully and
promptly with QoS based controller gain adjustment,
in spite of large network delay. Figs 6 and 7 show
the QoS based gains adaptation of robot controllers
during experiment. The portion of gripper trajectory,
that one of the metal pieces was successfully grabbed
and moved, is shown in Fig 8(a). The pick-and-place
motion is depicted in the thick trajectory portion while
the remaining portion represents gripper positioning
motion. On the other hand, the Hong Kong operator,
in general, took longer time to position the gripper
for grabbing one of the metal pieces and achieve the
pick-and-place task without the proposed QoS based
controller gain adjustment, as depicted in Fig 8(b).
Moreover, the remote operator controlled the gripper
to traverse unnecessary paths in order to position it
to his desired positions, which contributed to the long
task completion time. Table 1 lists the completion
time of the assigned pick-and-place task for the Left,
Middle and Right metal pieces (L, M and R) with and
without QoS based gain adjustment (Fig 3). The aver-
age task completion times for the cases with and with-
out the QoS based controller gain adjustment are 93.7s
and 285.3s respectively. In additions, the proposed
controller gain adjustment scheme guarantee the robot
system to have closed loop poles placed in the stable
region during the experiment. The remote operator did
not lose control on the robot arm in achieving the
requested tasks. The mobile manipulator also exhibits
motions with fast response to operator commands and
small overshoot because the adjusted controller gains
are selected to be as similar to the nominal gain as
possible, which contributes to the good performance
of the system without network delay.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented a QoS based control sys-
tem for teleoperation systems via the Internet. Mea-
sured QoS parameters reflect the environmental re-
source allocation status in which the robots are situ-
ated. For teleoperation via the Internet, the QoS pa-
rameters involved mainly measure the quality of data
transmission through the Internet. Under the proposed
QoS based control system, robot controller gains are
adjusted based on QoS parameter (network delay)
measured using a quadratic programming method to
maintain the system stability in the presence of net-
work delay. In additions, a teleoperation experiment
is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed controller gains adjustment scheme.
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